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[R] - ITEM IS RESTRICTED 104-10132-10152
SECRET 22144QZ

JERU DIR CITE AMMA 0151

REF JERU 0966 (N 63/11)

NOBASE/2 CLAIMS HE WOULD KNOW IF ODYOKERS UNDER SURVEILLANCE.

THIS PROBABLY TRUE. HE INSURES THEY NOT. THIS ALSO PROBABLY

TRUE. NEITHER TPELIDE NOR KUBARK PERSONNEL HAVE NOTICED ANY

INDICATION SURVEILLANCE DURING PAST WEEK. WILL ADVISE IF

RECEIVE ANY CONTRARY EVIDENCE.

SECRET

C/S COMMENT: *ACCORDING HAMMA REASON FOR ORDER WAS GOC BELIEF ODYOK

AND SMOOTHER INVOLVED IN BATH PLOT AGAINST COJ.
SECRET 221442Z

JERU DIR CITE AMMA 0151

REF JERU 0966 (N 13611) 221442Z 46548

NOBASE/2 CLAIMS HE WOULD KNOW IF ODYOKERS UNDER SURVEILLANCE.

THIS PROBABLY TRUE. HE INSURES THEY NOT. THIS ALSO PROBABLY
TRUE. NEITHER TPELIDE NOR KUBARK PERSONNEL HAVE NOTICED ANY
INDICATION SURVEILLANCE DURING PAST WEEK. WILL ADVISE IF
RECEIVE ANY CONTRARY EVIDENCE.

SECRET

C/S COMMENT: *ACCORDING HAMMA REASON FOR ORDER WAS G0T BELIEF ODYOKE
AND SMOOTHER INVOLVED IN BATH PLOT AGAINST COJ.

WHERE IS JODAN?